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[Time : 09-00]
(Total Marks for Sections I and II : 100)

ENGLISH TYPEWRITING
(40 Words Per Minute)

SECTION - II
[Time Allowed : 7 Minutes]

Note : Do not type the ‘Speed Passage’ again.
Type the following speed passage in SEVEN MINUTES. Use DOUBLE or ONE
and HALF LINE SPACING and a Margin of FIFTEEN SPACES on the left.

[Marks : 40]
Every year college organizes a social gathering

of the students and staff. It is the most eagerly awaited
event of the year. It is a day of fun and frolic, gala
and gaiety, joy and jubilation. It also provides students
the opportunity to show off their talent. This year
College Day was fixed for the third of January and
preparations were in full swing.

The function was held on the campus grounds. A large
tarpaulin wall was erected on three sides and a makeshift
stage and two green rooms were set up against the wall of
the college building. Decorations were put up all around
and the programme for the evening was written quite artfully
on a huge blackboard close to the stage. Everywhere boys
and girls in gay coloured clothes and with smiles on their
faces could be seen. A few students who had volunteered
as ushers were colourful ribbons on their chests.

The Mayour who was the chief guest arrived
promptly at five minutes to six. He was garlanded at
the entrance and greeted by principal and staff.
The he was escorted to his seat.

The programme started with a prayer by a group of
junior college girls. This was followed by a Marathi play.
It was a comedy and kept everyone in splits. Then there was
a folk dance and Hamlet’s famous soliloquy, ‘To be or not be’.
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